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Ukraine sustainable energy

- Ukraine – emerging and attractive market for investments:
- Energy efficiency of fossil fuels (coal, methane, gasification of coal – syngas)
- Renewable energy (solar, wind, biomass, biogas, hydro)

Path for investments

- Setting sustainable energy objectives
- Increasing energy efficiency
- Simplifying permitting procedures
- Introduction of single window approach
- Legislation improvements
- Further improvements for investments attraction

Source: Ministry of energy of Ukraine, Updated energy strategy of Ukraine June 2012 draft
Setting sustainable energy objectives

- Approving Updated Energy Strategy of Ukraine until 2030
- Developing Renewable energy Action plan
- Updating State program on energy efficiency and renewable energy 2010-2015

Simplifying permitting procedures

- Minimizing number of interfaces
- Simplifying land allocation process
- Implementing single window approach

Further improvements for investments attraction

- Green tariff pre-approval
- Improved access to the grid
- Achievable local content requirements
- Adaptation of Balancing and bilateral contracts market

ICC Ukraine Commission initiatives

- Implementation of Strategy through Green Growth to Ukraine Green Economy
- State incentives for energy production out of MSW
- Qualification for green tariff prior to construction
- Ukrainian content requirements: achievement of balance
- Simplified permitting procedures
- Increasing investment competitiveness of biomass sector in Ukraine
- Tax and other privileges: established mechanism
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